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Bandcamp vinyl template

Back to all the posts back to all the posts I'm going to try to answer some of the questions that came up during my video about Bandcamp's Vinyl Service so stick around if it sounds like fun.. Just before you delve into the questions let's tae a quick look at how startup campaigns are doing. The Ancestral Recall campaign, which stood at
30% last week, is now 108% funded. Constellation's campaign, which stood at 15% last week, is now 80%. The Ghost Condensate campaign, which I didn't record last week, (sorry) is 108 percent. Below (Original Soundtrack), which was last week at 36% is now at 79%. Yes, everything is doing well! I'd say take it with a pinch of salt.
There are many eyes (and ears) funnelling up to these four launch campaigns. Let's move on to a few questions! 1. How does Bandcamp handle vinyl pressing? I did a little digging around and found out that Bandcamp works with Pirates Press, who are based in California. On their website they state: PIRATES PRESS is really the best
source in the industry for independent musicians, artists and entrepreneurs who want to learn how to produce the highest quality media, goods and promotional tools without having to pay the highest dollar price for them. And here's an excerpt from a recent interview with them that almost shows their scope of work. Pirates Press has
worked with major labels such as Warner Brothers and Sony to record records for everyone from Madonna to Tegan &amp; Sarah. But most of their projects are about punk and metal bands. [source] They are very focused on designing the company going through what they say in this interview. It's quite promising and provides some
scope later if we were to make a bit more avant-garde design proposals. I suppose it's going to be up to Bandcamp so far I think they're just after streamlining the process, keeping it simple. Either way, they seem to know how to navigate projects. In the templates section of their website you can look at how projects are uploaded, so I
suppose it will be something similar integrated with Bandcamp. GZ Vinyl Pirates Press handle the designs, but don't actually handle vinyl by pressing up. They do this through GZ, an ironing factory based in the Czech Republic. Now I came across this factory before when I did some research in getting my own vinyl done. I've only heard
good things about them over the years, so this is pretty good news. So, all in all, it looks like a good fit for Bandcamp. 2. How many records do you need to sell? At the moment, we don't know for sure what the minimum number of records you need to sell to secure your campaign. However, to make a guest call, starting with the launch
campaigns, it looks like it's only 200. We can reach this number of how successful campaigns have around this pledges. It's actually quite a bit lower than I expected and I hope it's more achievable for many of us DIY musicians to aim for compared to the normal stack of 500 to do from other facilities. Price wise, again we do not know if
you can set a minimum, but all startup campaigns start from about $ 25 - 50. This does not include shipping, which is developed separately, as do other physical sales on the site. The interesting thing is that the customer will initially be charged for the digital album, and then charge the rest only if the campaign ends, probably only if it
succeeds. I like this feature because it seems that you will not lose completely, if the campaign is not successful, you will still have these digital sales. However, we will have to wait for confirmation on this matter. Judging by the dates shown in the launch campaigns, the lead time seems to be about 2 months after a month of successful
campaigning. 3. What is Bandcamp's Cut? Currently, Bandcamp occupies 15% of digital sales and 10% of physical sales. With them handling most of the work regarding vinyl, as in dealing with Pirates Press to make it as well as store it and after that, will we see a percentage increase here? Can you safely say otherwise or is it really
worth the bandcamp time to do it? Think about it, if you still take only 10% off the minimum of 200 sales (which we anticipated earlier) at say $30 a pop, it's a $600 profit. It may not be much after their overheads? See. Conclusion Of course, at the moment we will not know all the details, because little has been confirmed. Plus, they are all
subject to change anyway. These launch campaigns are almost guinea pigs bandcamp for this new service. What we know is that it doesn't just seem to be just U.S.-based, so great news for all of us (probably). I suppose the main question for us is whether this service will be worth it by going through the information we have. For me,
convenience is almost a determining factor. I've always had problems looking at sorting vinyl and if you only have to sell 200 units? This is something you strive for and better than about a pile in a corner you never sell. I will keep a close eye on this. I'm very intrigued to see how it works. Want early access to DIY musician guide videos
&amp; other cool stuff? Get that and more for just $1 a month when you support what I do and become a patron. This was a long time ago when physical distribution and digital distribution was only available to musicians signed to major labels. Now both are liberated. What's more, they welcome independent artists and labels into the
distribution game. Here's everything independent artists and labels need to know about the physical distribution of CDs and appear... Bandcamp is one of the best places to sell music. We have developed an online solution so that you can fulfill all incoming CD orders from the comfort of your home. To fulfill Bandcamp orders, all you need
is an Internet device Artglider ... If you have ready-made album art and sound files in the right format, the next step is to create an album in Artglider Artglider Manufacturer. Sign in to your account and click Create album in the top menu. Type the artist's name, album name, and upload album art.... 3-4 months of the campaign takes 30
days of record production 50-70 days implementation 10-20 days complete project Bandcamp is not only a few isolated direct shops to fans, it is the market and community of millions of music buyers discovering and supporting hundreds of thousands of independent, but connected, artists. And this community - through features like
discovery, tag hubs, artist recommendations, fan collections and music channel - drives 30% of Bandcamp's monthly sales, so it's definitely worth taking advantage of. However, connecting to the community is not automatic. There are a few things you need to do to make this happen. Discover Tag Hubs Artist Recommendations Fan
Collections Fan Music Feeds Punk is Not Kids First, it's important to correctly tag yourself and your music so fans can use Bandcamp's search and browsing tools to find you. If you are a metal, punk or other similarly badass genre, we understand the temptation to classify as children or donate, but that means only fewer people will
discover and buy music. To improve this, visit the profile page where you can update the genre, as well as add more tags for other species or subspecies that apply to you. Similarly, when you add a song or album to Bandcamp, it's important to fill in the tag field with additional tags specific to that version. Virtuous Circle Awaits the second,
recommend your favorite albums by fellow Bandcamp artists. We show them in the footer on album pages and in discovery and notify featured artists. Your radical act of kindness not only secures your place in Valhalla, but also leads to mutual recommendations that increase sales. You light spark third, because most of the features of the
Bandcamp community are driven by sales, you need to quickly start everything by telling the world that you are here. It works like this: 1) you tell your fans that you are on Bandcamp (many of them are probably among the millions already using the site), 2) follow you, which means that we automatically notify them when you add new
music or merch, 3) you add a release, buy it, and we notify your followers of their new purchase (via email and music channel) , 4) your release appears in the public collection of each buyer where even more fans discover it, 5) your release begins to appear in people who bought it also bought this recommendation, 6) you start appearing
in the last sections of the bestselling tag hubs and discover, and 7) before you know it, you're on your knees in the emotional and monetary feelings of the Bandcamp community. But how do you tell your fans that you're here and how to convert them to followers? And is there anything else extremely useful about followers that i haven't
said yet, and will be amazed to discover in the next next this guide? Guide?
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